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Standard

• SSUSH 2 

c) Explain the importance of  Thomas Paine’s Common Sense to the movement 
for independence

• SSUSH3 Analyze the ideological, military, social, and diplomatic aspects of  
the American Revolution.

a) Investigate the intellectual sources, organization, and argument of  the 
Declaration of  Independence including the role of  Thomas Jefferson and the 
Committee of  Five. 



Learning Objective

• SWBAT evaluate the ideas of  Enlightenment

thinkers including John Locke, Thomas Paine, 

and Thomas Jefferson IOT explain their 

impact on the American Revolution.



Inquiry

•What intellectual sources contributed to 

the movement towards independence in 

the American colonies?



“That these united colonies are, and of  right ought to be, free 

and independent states, that they are absolved from all allegiance 

to the British crown, and that all political connection between 

them and the state of  Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally 

dissolved.”

Richard Henry Lee of  Virginia, in a motion to the 

Continental Congress, June 1776



Second Continental Congress (1775-1776)

• July 1775 – Olive Branch Petition ignored by King

• June 1776 –

• Independence proposed by Richard Henry Lee (VA)

• Committee of  Five designated to write rationale for independence

• Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, John Adams, Robert Livingston, Roger Sherman

• June 28, 1776- Draft presented to Congress for revision

• July 2, 1776 – Full Congress voted in favor of  breaking from Britain

• July 4, 1776 – Declaration of  Independence (draft written by Thomas Jefferson) formally 
adopted





Philosophes

•Scholars who promoted democracy and 

justice through discussions of  individual 

liberty and equality



John Locke

• English- most important influence to founding of  USA

• 1689 Two Treatises of  Government

• Stated ruler gains authority through CONSENT OF THE 
GOVERNED

• Duty of  government is to protect natural rights of  the people- Life, 
Liberty, and Property

• Government failing to protect you? Overthrow it!





Structure of  the Declaration of  Independence

1. Preamble – Introduction; WHY Americans had chosen to 
and had the right to declare their independence

2. Grievances – 27 points; evidence of  social contract 
violations

3. Declaration of  Independence – Discussion of  
unsuccessful previous attempts to get relief  from Britain; 
colonists determination to control their own government



We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that 

they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that 

among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of  Happiness. — That to 

secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their 

just powers from the consent of  the governed, — That whenever any 

Form of  Government becomes destructive of  these ends, it is the Right 

of  the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, 

laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such 

form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and 

Happiness. 



Revolutionary Mindset

• Virtual representation – British belief  that each member of  Parliament 

presented the interests of  all Englishmen, including the colonists. 

Vs.

• Actual representation – Colonists argued that as Englishmen they could 

only be taxed by their own elected representatives. 

• republicanism – Refers to the belief  that government should be based on 

the consent of  the people.

• Defended by Thomas Paine in Common Sense



Thomas Paine’s 

Common Sense

• Published January 1776

• Pamphlet (49 pages)

• Sold over 100,000 copies

• Written to persuade the 
colonists who did not 
support the cause of  

independence



IB History Paper 1

• Question 1 a): worth 3 marks, spend max 5 minutes on. Understanding 
historical sources - reading comprehension.

For 3 marks, give at least 3 clear points from the source (you can write four in case, 
to be on the safe side). Paraphrase from the source - i.e. put things in your own 
words (you can quote but you don't have to do so, and you should avoid just 
copying large parts of  the source).

How to write the answer?

"The first reason given by the source is .......The second reason given by the source is ........ The 
third reason given by the source is .........."
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American Revolution):
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studying American 
Revolution):
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Written in vernacular of the time (so 
common colonist would understand)
Shifted the blame from Parliament to 
the King

Value (for a historian studying 
American Revolution):

Shows political commentary/ 
arguments in favor of independence
Shows how Enlightenment thought 
reached common people
Reflects events in American colonies of 
the time – grievances against British 
policy, and ongoing fighting

Limitations (for a historian 
studying American 
Revolution):

Opinionated/ biased against Britain
Arguments reflect purpose – to 
persuade 
Uses emotional appeals 
Facts omitted or exaggerated


